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particular focus on examples from spoken Finnish reflecting current
usage
grammatical phenomena classified as common or rare
appendices identifying stems and sequences of endings
English-Finnish contrasts highlighted throughout.

Finnish: A Comprehensive Grammar is an essential reference for the
intermediate and advanced learner and user of Finnish.
Fred Karlsson is Adjunct Professor of Finnish at the University of Helsinki,
Finland.
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Finnish language. Quite the same Wikipedia. Just better.Â Finnish is a member of the Finnic language family and is typologically
between fusional and agglutinative languages. It modifies and inflects nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numerals and verbs, depending on
their roles in the sentence. YouTube Encyclopedic. Finnish is spoken by about 6 million people worldwide, around 5 million of whom live
in Finland itself. Other Finnish-speaking populations exist in Sweden, Russia, the USA, and Canada, amongst others. It is a member of
the Finno-Ugric language family, being closely related to Estonian and more distantly so to Hungarian. It's not an Indo-European
language such as French or Spanish, and so the majority of words in Finnish will look totally unfamiliar to someone whose mother
tongue is English. Finnish (endonym: suomi [ËˆsuoÌ¯mi] (listen) or suomen kieli [ËˆsuoÌ¯meÅ‹ ËˆkieÌ¯li]) is a Uralic language of the Finnic
branch spoken by the majority of the population in Finland and by ethnic Finns outside Finland. Finnish is one of the two official
languages of Finland (the other being Swedish). In Sweden, both Finnish and MeÃ¤nkieli (which has significant mutual intelligibility with
Finnish) are official minority languages. The Kven language, which like MeÃ¤nkieli is mutually intelligible with Finnish, is Introduction to
the finnish language. Finnish is a member of the Finno-Ugric family of languages, unlike most of the other languages spoken in Europe.
Therefore, its structure and vocabulary are very different from the Indo-European languages. Do not try to compare Finnish with your
mother tongue (unless it happens to be Estonian, which is closely related to Finnish) Instead, empty your mind and take Finnish as it
comes â€“ a different but an exciting language! Welcome to study Finnish! NO ARTICLES.

